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Summary;

This paper attempts to t-ike ?.n inventory of the accomplishments and shortfalls
in comsumer behavior research rnd theory as v;e say goodbye to the decade of the

seventies. The inventory is t^.ken with respect to the focus, the process and the

purpose of generating con.9UT,ier behavior Icnowledge.

There has been too much focus on the rational problem solving approaches to under-
standing consumer behavior as opposed to nonproblem solving approaches. Similarly,
too much attention has bean giver to individual consumer in contrast to the dyadic
or group behaviors. With respect to t'le process, the dominance of descriptive as
opposed to nonnative processes ic clearly evident. Similarly, use of borrowed con-
cepts from other dicr ipltnos rather than self-generating its own constructs is also
very evident. Finally, the -"irposB has been definitely managerial rather than
disciplinary. Similarly, more; research has been conducted to generate empirical
knowledge than to generate theoretical richr.ass or elegance.

The paper then suggests areas v.+.ere we seem to have encugh research and theory

and where we have too little research and theory in consumer behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to take an inventory of consumer be-

havior theory and research as we end the decade of the seventies. There

is no question that consumer behavior as a discipline has displayed a

spectacular growth in borrowing concepts from the behavioral and quan-

titative sciences, in broadening its horizons from traditional market-

ing problems to social problems, and in generating a body of knowledge

ahout consumers as buyers, users and decision makers. (Sheth, 1972;

Jacoby, 1975). It is simply a matter of time before consumer behavior

will divorce itself from marketing and stand on its own as a distinct

discipline relevant to many other constituents besides marketers and

many other disciplines beside marketing. Thus, it appears to be an

opportune time to take stock of consumer behavior theory and research

and assess its surpluses and shortages.

Perhaps the most difficult part of taking an inventory of a growing

discipline is to decide on where to begin and how to plan assessing the

surpluses and shortages in consumer behavior. After some thinking, I

have come up with the following three aspects which seem to provide a

simple yet comprehensive approach:
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1. V/hat has been the focus of understanding in consumer behavior and

what should be the future focus?

2. How have we researched the consumer behavior phenomenon in the past,

and where should we go from here?

3. Why , in the past, did we choose to study consumer behavior and what

should be the future motivr.tion for our continued interest in the

area?

Each of the above three aspects will be examined in some depth which

hopefully will reveal what we have sufficiently done and where the defi-

ciencies exist in consumer behavior theory and research.

FOCUS OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR THEORY AND RESEARCH

While consumer behavior theory and research may look very eclectic

at first glance, two aspects stand out as the common underlying dimen-

sions with which most research efforts seem to be bonded together. The

first aspect is the dominance of focus on the individual consumer in many

of his roles such as shopper, buyer, decision maker and the user. The

second aspect is the dominance of decision making process and the con-

sequent implicit, if not explicit presumption that the buying behavior

is a rational problem-solving process (Howard and Sheth, 1969; Sheth,

1976). Accordingly, we seem to have abundance of research studies about

the individual consumer and about theories of consumer behavior which are

bfsed on decision making processes. This is particularly evident in the

recent proliferation of raultiattribute attitudes, information processing



arid brand choice models.

By the same token, research studies on dyads and small groups such

3!k families and organizations are limited. Even larger groups such as

ffiiirket segments, social classes and ethnic groups have been studied more

in terms of aggregates of individual consumers rather than as distinct

3::oup entities.

The situation seems to be decidedly worse with respect to analyzing

r:.! ' understanding those consumers and areas of consumer behavior which

do not lend themselves to decision making process approaches. For exam-

ple, the deviant consumer behavior such as shoplifting, the obsessive

c?-"sumer behavior such as obesity, alcoholism and drug addiction, and

t le fads and fashion patronage behavior have not been very successfully

understood by the rational problem-solving approaches of the decision

r.aking tradition.

It is fairly obvious even to a naive observer that not all consumers

Ti all consumer behavior phenomena can be fully explained or understood

I J a single perspective especially as elegant and rational as the deci-

sion making perspective. I believe that we need to bring at least three

, 'itlonal perspectives to fully comprehend the consumer behavior phen-

omenon. These are (1) habit and conditioning; (2) situationalism; and

the (3) noVelty-curiousity or epistemic perspective. Hopefully, the four

r.utually exclusive perspectives will be exhaustive enough to encompass

the diversity of consumers and consumer behavior phenomena. It would be

ii'.ost fascinating to generate hard measures of consumer behavior reali-

ties with respect to the frequency and magnitude of prevalence of each

ti-itspective. My a priori hunch is that the decision making perspective
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may account for a relatively smaller proportion of total consumer beha-

vior phenomena.

Table 1 represents an attempt at summarizing the surpluses and de-

ficiencies with respect to what we have versus what we should focus on

in consumer behavior theory and research. What seems to be enough is the

decision making framework applied to explain and predict individual con-

sumer behavior. Two classes of research in this interactive combination

are the multiattribute judgments and brand choice models. My own view

is what these models now need is more usage and applications by the mar-

keting practitioners and policy makers rather than further theoretical

development. Perhaps the applications in real world may provide us in-

sights about the robustness of these models better than deductive reason-

ing given that the v7orld of social science is more contingent and less

absolute to be reduced to some invariant laws of social, economic or

consumer behavior.

What we need most because too little consuT^er research or theory

effort has been devoted so far is the opposite interactive combination:

understanding group behavior which are likely to be based on non-problem

solving processes. Examples of such areas of focus for consumer research

include crowd consumption, deviant jonsumption, fads and fashions and

understanding values, taboos, and similar clinical mass motivations.

This research should be directly at the macro (group) rather than at the

micro (individual) level.

Of course, the above statements do not imply that there is no fur-

ther need to study the individual consumers or that the decision making

framework has outlived its utility. As the Table indicates, we still



"'ABLE 1

SHRRM'SPS ^m SHO RTAGES OF FOCUS IN

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR THEORY

INDIVIDUAL

BEHAVIOR

FOCUS ON

>'/

CROUP

BEHAVIOR

<r
FRAMEWORK

4
~^

DECISION MAKING NON DECISION MAKING

ENOl GH

1. ATTITUDE MODELING

2. MULTIATTRIBuTE JUDGMENTS

3. BRAND CHOICE MODELS

NEED ,MORE

1. HABIT & CONDITIONING

2. SITUATIONAL EFFECTS

3. EPISTEMIC BEHAVIOR

^. MOTIVATION RESEARCH

NEED MORE

A. HOUSEHOLD DECISION MAKING

2. ORGANIZATIONAL BUYING

BEHAVIOR

3. SOCIOLOGY OF CONSUMPTION

4. CROSS-NATIONAL BUYING

BEHAVIOR.

IQO_ LITTLE

1. DEVIANT CONSUMPTION

2. CROWD CONSUMPTION

3. VALUES AND TABOOS

4. FADS AND FASHIONS

5. CONSUMER PROTECTION

5. LEISURE CONSUMPTION
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need more research and theory about the individual consumer but in the

non-decision making domains of his epistemic behavior, impact of situa-

tional effects on his choice behavior, the formation, endurance and utili-

zation of habits (affective predispositions to behave) which may or may

not have any underlying cognitive structure, and the whole area of moti-

vation research which was disreputed prematurely in the early days of

consumer behavior.

Similarly, there are many areas of group behavior which can be

understood by the decision making framework, and where more research and

theory are clearly needed. These include the more traditional areas of

household decision making, organizational buying behavior, and the newer

areas of sociology of consumption and cross-national buying behavior.

The important point to come in mind is that we need to develop or borrow

more macro decision making frameworks rather than simply extend the mic-

ro decision making frameworks used in understanding individual consumers.

For example, recent literature on cultural aggregates, game theory, jury

decision processes, and interorganizational conflict, power and coali-

tions may prove more relevant than the tenets of social psychology.

PROCESS OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR THEORY AND RESEARCH

The process of theorizing and researching consumer behavior seems to

be at least two dimensional. The first dimension reflects the heav>' re-

liance on, and the consequent dominance of descriptive as opposed to

normative process. This is understandable and seems to be due to two

reasons. First, we are dealing with a very pervasive human or social

issues in consumer behavior where it is difficult to impose a common set
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of normative value-laden judgments or perspectives without being criti-

cized or at least questioned by others. In other words, the descriptive

process of finding out how and why consumers behave the way they do and

making policy or practice decisions based on these findings seems most

reasonable, humanistic, less subject to criticism, and compatible with

our belief in the democratic processes. Second, social behavior is too

complex and contingent to reduce down to an exact science. It is,

therefore, more difficult to generate normative or axiomatic proposi-

tions to which all agree and subscribe as they seem to do in biological

and physical sciences. While these two factors explain why we might have

leaned toward the descriptive processes in consumer behavior, they can-

not justify it.

The second dimension related to how we have gone about researching

and theorizing the consumer behavior area is the dominance of borrowed

concepts and constructs as opposed to generating our own concepts and

constructs unique to consumer behavior. The dominance of borrowed versus

self-generated constructs can be attributed to several factors. First,

the early pioneers in the discipline of consumer behavior made a funda-

mental presumption that consumer behavior is not unique but part of a

larger .syndrome of human and social behavior. It is interesting to note

that economics did not make a similar presumption and consequently ended

up developing its o'.yTi constructs and axioms. Second, when a discipline

begins to emerge without a formally defined boundary or at best an ill-

defined boundary, it is easier to borrow constructs than create them.

This seems very ii uch true of cousumei behavior; we still do not precise-

ly know what to include and what to exclude from consumer behavior to

make it a distinct discipline. Third, the pervasiveness of the phenom-

crton it^.-il'" ii ly have been a contributing facto": It attracted many
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scholars from a variety of disciplines such as econoai-.cs ; baha^'ioral

sciences, social sciences, marketing, and the quantitative sciences.

Consequently, there was no single thrust or driving force comparable to

what has been true in the pioneering days of economics and psychology.

Multitudes of viewpoints and processes were simultaneously applied to

understanding consumer behavior as evidenced from reviews of earlier

literature (Sheth, 1967). Wliile this was great for the discipline to get

off the ground faster and mature quickly, it ended up in the dominance

of using borrowed constructs at the expense of self generating con-

structs uniquely suited to the discipline.

Having identified the two process dimensions (descriptive vs. norma-

tive and borrowed vs. self generated constructs), the task of taking in-

ventory of how we have developed consumer behavior theory and research

is made much easier: There is a clear surplus of borrowed constructs and

a critical shortage of self-generated constructs in consumer behavior.

Similarly, there is a surplus of de.'scripcive constructs and a shortage of

normative constructs. In Table 2, I have provided some examples of the

types of research and theory procesises in consumer behavior which we

must discourage and other types whi ;h we must encourage to create a bal-

ance cf processes of researching in consiimer behavior.

First of all, I think we have borrowed enough constructs from sev-

eral descriptive disciplines. Tnis includes social psychology, person-

ality research, diffusion of innovations, econometric models as well as

stochastic models. On the other hand, we badly need to generate our own

constructs related to several normative aspects of consumer behavior.

These include developing normative theories of market segmentation, what

should be the strategy mix to impact on the consumers without generating



TABLE 2

SURPLOStS AND SHORTAGES IN THE

PROCESS OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

THEORY S RESEARCH

BORROWED

CONSTRUCTS

ELF-6ENERATED

CONSTRUCTS

PROCESS

DESCRIPTIVE NORmiVE

ENOUGH NEED MORE

1. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 1. STRATEGIES OF PLANNED

2. PERSONALITY RESEARCH CHANGE

3. DIFFUSION THEORIES 2. GAME THEORIES

^. DEMOGRAPHICS 3. MATHEMATICAL MODELING

5. RZFERENCE GROUPS ^. AXIOMATIC MODELING

6. STOCHASTIC MODELS

7. ECONOf:ETRIC HODELS

KM'fiRL TOO LITTLE

1. TYPOLOGY OF CONSUMPTION 1. NORMATIVE MARKET SEGMENTA-i

NEEDS TION

2. CONSUMPTION STYLES 2. STRATEGY MIX MODELS

3. CONSUMPTION LIFE STYLE 3. CONSUMERISM AND CONSUMER
i}. THEORY OF SEARCH BEHAVIOR WELFARE

5. STIMULUS-AS-CODED i). ANTLCONSUMING

6. PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE 5. CONSUMPTION INDICATORS

7. BRAND/SUPPLIER LOYALTY 5. MARKETING POLICY

8. CONSUMER SATISFACTION
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negative side effects, how should we protect the consumer and which types

of consumers, designing anti-coasuming policies for certain goods and

services, and developing an audit system for measuring consumption indi-

cators which go beyond the recently popular economic and social indica-

tors. The most radical of the proposed areas of future research and theory

is the development of a marketing policy which would outline rights and

obligations of the marketers.

Again, the above analysis does not mean that we should discard de-

scriptive processes altogether or that we should totally stop borrowing

constructs from other disciplines. As the Table indicates, there are a

number of exciting areas of research and theory in consumer behavior

which can and should rely upon the descriptive processes. These include

self-generating a unique typology of consumption needs/wants, a typology

of consumption life styles as opposed to general life styles, and con-

sumption life cycle based on the time dependent covariances of preselec-

ted and representative goods and services. It also includes more re-

search on self-generated constructs of brand/supplier loyalty, product

life cycle theory, and consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction research.

Finally, we badly need self-generated constructs for the phenomena of

information search and the process by which marketing stimuli get inter-

nalized in the consumer's mind both in the short and in the long-term

memory functions. In this last category of research areas, I am more

and more convinced that we need to generate our own constructs rather

than borrow from cogniti%'e, perceptual and/or neuropsychology. My con-

viction is based triore on the strong differences in definition, size and

character of information units between borrowed constructs and what is

relevant in consumer behavior.
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Lastly, there are several normative disciplines from which we have

neglected to borrow in the past, even though they appear to be useful to

consumer behavior. These include the policy literature in sociology re-

lated to strategies of planned social change, game theory and normative

decision theory, mathematical modeling such as queing theory, inventory

control theory and critical path analysis for educating and upgrading

the household consumer so that he can better optimize his scarce resourc-

es of time, effort and money, and finally axiomatic disciplines such as

metatheory, microeconomics, and logic. My own forecast is that this

type of borrowing of normative constructs from other disciplines will be

slow not because we don't ne^d them but because we don't know what they

mean due to lack of educational training in this area within marketing,

social psychology and consumer behavior which typically generate scholar*

in our field.

PIRPOSE OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR THEORY & RESEARCH

Looking at the issue of why we have generated consumer behavior

knowledge, it would appear that there are at least two underlying dimen-

sions. The first is the dominance of satisfying the managerial as oppos-

ed to the disciplinary (meta theory) needs.. The second is the dominance

of acquiring empirical knowledge (facts and figures) about the consumer

as opposed to the theoretical foundations of consumer behavior.

The dominance of managerially oriented research on consumer behavior

is clearly due to the following factors. First and foremost, consumer

behavior was, and to a large extent It still is, a part of marketing

theory and practice. The earliest studies in consumer behavior were un-
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dertaken for the marketing managers who wanted tc kn-Tv rrr -- -'h '.

consumer before deciding on specific marketing strategies. Hence, ma

ket research has such a strong overlap with consumer research in cont

and methodology. Second, research funding by governmental agencies o

foundations to study the consumer in a disciplinary mode has been pra

tically nonexistent until very recently. Without such funding, it ha

been necessary to rely on commercial or applied research, and consequ

ly, the purpose has been more managerial and less disciplinary, Fina

as I mentioned earlier, in the early days of the discipline, most sch

were trained and possessed expertise in other disciplines. To them,

sumer behavior was an interesting extension and application area of

their pet theories and ideas. Many of them had no strong commitment

loyalty. In that regard, consumer behavior at that time looked like

international business looks like today. As \-Jould be expected, witho

such commitment and full time migration, it is difficult to produce d

ciplinary research.

Similarly, the dominance of acquiring empirical knowledge rather

than theoretical elegance can be attributed to several factors. Firs

the inductive approach, by and large, dominates a discipline in its i

fancy and growth phases which results in generating more empirical oh

servations (facts and figures) , Interest is more on description and

reporting of a specific event or behavior rather than on its explanat

and the method of inquiry is less experimental and more survey reseai

This tends to generate the bias in favor of the empirical as opposed

theoretical richness. Sadly, this bias is still prevalent as indicat

by the hesitation of the scholarly journals to publish theoretical pa

Second, the managerial purpose underlying consumer research has also

ed to intensify the bias. The manager has a pet theory of consumer I
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havior specific to his task and he is often looking toward research find-

ings to support his own theory. It is, therefore, no wonder when he says

"give me facts about the consumer and don't confuse me with your theories I"

A third and related factor is the extreme difficulty to prove or dis-

prove competing theories of consumer behavior. This is mostly due to the

contingent nature of the phenomenon, and somewhat due to our inability to

translate theories into testable hypotheses and to effectively cope with

consequent operationalization and analysis problems.

*

What we have then as a surplus in the why aspect of consumer beha-

vior is the managerial purpose and the empirical knowledge, and what we

have as a shortage is the disciplinary (metatheory) purpose and the

theoretical knowledge. Table 3 summarizes this point and offers several

examples of surpluses and shortages in consumer behavior so far as the

purpose of researching and theorizing the area are concerned.

Is is obvious that empirical knowledge on an ongoing basis for mana-

gerial purposes is probably sufficient by now. In fact, some scholars

have openly complained that both the government and the industry collects

too much information by way of surveys and audits, consumer demographics,

life styles and psychographics as well as his media and shopping habits

especially since the start of the age of electronic computers and other

electronic devices. It would appear to me that the next progressive step

is data analysis. For it is a sad commentary that probably eighty to

ninety percent of the information about the consumer goes unanalyzed or

at least underanalyzed. In short, data analysis and not data collection

should be the further direction in the area of generating empirical

knowledge for managerial purposes.
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TABLE 3

SURPLUSES AND SHORTAGES IN THE

PURPOSE OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR THEORY a RESEARCH

EMPIRICAL

KNOWLEDGE

TO GENERATE

THEORETI.CAL

FOUNDATIONS

s
FOR

~l

MANAGERIAL DISCIPLINARY

PURPOSE PURPOSE

ENOUGH NEED MORE

L CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHICS & 1. CONSUMER SATISFACTION/

OTHER STATISTICS DISSATISFACTION

2. MEDIA & SHOPPING HABITS 2. PROBLEM SOLVING VS. 0"^HER

3. SURVEYS S PANELS CHOICE RULES

A. CONSUMER & STORE AUDITS 3. CROSS-CULTURAL CONSUMER

5. LIFE STYLES & PSYCHO- BEHAVIOR

GRAPHICS ^. TYPOLOGY OF CONSUMERS

NEED MORE TOO LITTLE

1. THEORY OF PRODUCT CLASS 1. LAWS OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

CHOICE 2. CONCEPT FORMATION

2. HOW ADVERTISING WORKS 3. THEORY OF SYMBOLIC COM-

3. PRICE-DEMAND RELATIONSHIP MUNICATION

il. THEORY OF NEW PRODUCT ^. THEORY OF CONSUMER NEEDS/

FAILURES WANTS
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On the other side of the equacion, what seems to be in most accute

shortage are the theoretical foundations of the discipline itself. While

we do have several nice and rich hypotheses (e.g., perceived risk, buyer

attitudes, and stochastic preferences) and some good comprehensive theories

in consumer behavior, unfortunately most of them are developed for the

managerial perspective. We need discipline-oriented theoretical founda-

tion, especially in the areas of concept formation, symbolic communication

and a good theory of consumer need:5/wants.

Above all, it would be superb if we can evolve toward some commonly

agreed upon and scientifically validated laws of consumer behavior. I

might add that in my search for such laws of consumer behavior, I have

so far discovered two laws: (1) TJiose who don't need a product or in-

formation, consume or use it; and (2) Those who need a product or infor-

mation, do not consume or use it.' Seriously, there is some validation to

these two laws of consumer behavior as one scans the literature of why

consumer protection efforts have failed as well as examines the vast

amount of consumption behavior data in conjunction with the socioecon-

omic-demographic profiles of the consuming populations. If this is true,

we might provide a far better explanation for imperfect competition and

social welfare disequilibrium than what has been proposed in the theory

of firmj in microeconom.ics.

This analysis does not mean tiat we should ignore or even discard

the managerial purpose in consumer behavior. However, what the manager

needs much more critically are the theoretical foundations of how the

marketing mix does or does not work. For example, it would be nice if

scholars in consumer behavior can provide hlra with a single agreed upon

explanation as to how advertising works; or provide rich theoretical

foundations for the price-demand relationship; or offer a good theory of
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new product failures. So far as I am concerned, I think it would be not

only nice but seems also possible to offer a good theory of product class

choice behavior with which the manager can understand who competes and

compliments with his products in the market place.

Finally, the discipline itself needs further empirical knowledge on

a number of substantive issues. These include the degree and character

of consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction; prevalence of problem solving

versus other methods of making product, brand or store choices; and cross-

cultural parallels and contrasts in magnitudes and types of products and

services consumed on our planet.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper is an attempt to take an inventory of consumer behavior

theory and research in order to identify surpluses and shortages of

concepts, information and body of knowledge we face today as we say good-

bye to the decade of the seventies.

The inventory was taken with respect to the three areas of focus,

process and purpose in generating the body of knowledge we call consumer

behavior theory and research. The following conclusions were derived in

the process:

1. We have focused too much on the individual consumer as opposed to

group behavior and similarly too much on the rational models of

problem solving (decision making) as opposed to other non-problem

solving niodels of choice behavior. The interaction of these two
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focus factors has resulted in abundance of attitude models, multi-

attribute judgments, and brand choice models. What we need most is

understanding of group phenomena such as crowd consumption, fads

and fashions, deviant consumption behavior, and obsessive consumer

behavior with the use of more macro and non-problem solving hypo-

theses and theories of choice behavior.

2. The process of theorizing and researching consumer behavior has been

dominated by descriptive as opposed to normative constructs, and by

constructs borrowed from other disciplines rather than self-generated

constructs unique to consumer behavior. In the process, we seem to

have surplus of social psychology, diffusion theory, reference

groups, as well as econometric and stochastic modeling of consumer

behavior, l^at we need now are more normative and self-generated

hypotheses and theories related to market segmentation, strategy mix

models, consumerism and consumer welfare theories, anti-consuming

models and a normative marketing policy which defines the rights and

obligations of the marketers.

3. Most of the consumer behavior research and theory has been for mana-

gerial purposes in contrast to the disciplinary (metatheory) purposes.

Similarly, it has been more empirical rather than theoretical. This

has resulted in generating lots of facts and figures about the con-

sumer himself, how much does he buy, his media and shopping habits

and his demographics, life styles and psychographics. In the process,

market research and consumer research have become almost synanimous.

What we need, however, are rich theoretical foundations of the dis-

cipline itself with respect to many areas such as concept formation,

symbolic communication and a theory of consumer needs/wants.
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It would be simply exhilarating if we can evolve some agreed upon

and properly validated laws of consumer behavior. So far, it seems that

we have discovered only two obvious laws of consumer behavior: those who

don't need the product, consume it, and secondly those who need it, do

not consume it I ^Thile these laws may go a long way in explaining the

phenomena of imperfect competition and social welfare disequilibrium as

compared to the traditional micro-economic theory of the firm, we can do

much better if we decide to change our focus, process and purpose in un-

derstanding consumer behavior.
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